PRIVACY POLICY JOBSQUARE
(REFERRED TO AS "APPLICATION")
1. The users of the Service ensure full respect for their privacy and the protection of
their personal data. We emphasize that registration in the service is voluntary.
2. Personal data provided to us by users during registration: name, surname, e‐mail e‐
mail address, date of birth, photograph, employment history, education, place of
residence, website and CV is processed in a manner consistent with the scope of the
authorization granted by the Users and required by law, in particular in accordance
with the Act of 29 August 1997. on the Protection of Personal Data (Dz. U. No 133,
item. 883, as amended. d.). These data are necessary for the use of the Service as
specified in the Regulations Service. Users' personal data are stored on servers which
ensure the complete safety. Access to the database has only persons authorized by
the Service Provider.
3. Materials Advertising ‐ Promotional send users only if they have given their consent.
4. We may, pursuant to art. 18 paragraph. 5 of the Act of 18 July 2002. On electronic
services, process data describing the way of your use of the services referred to in
the Rules of service (ie. Operating data), ie .:

a) User identification markings given on the basis of his data;
b) denotations identifying the telecommunications network or data communications
system that was used by User;
c) Information about the start, end and scope of the respective use of the services
provided by electronic means;
d) information about using the User with the services provided electronically. ‐ The
reserve, that provide information about the data provided by the user and the data
mentioned above to the state authorities for the purposes of their investigations.
5. Each user who gave us their personal details have full access to their data for the
purpose of verification, modification or deletion request. The aim of the modification
or deletion request personal information You may contact the application via a form
available on the site.
6. We provide the following technical measures to prevent the acquisition and
modification by unauthorized persons personal data transmitted electronically:

256‐bit SSL data encryption system.
7. The website does not give, sell or lend personal information from users to third
parties, unless it happens with the express consent or if you request or at the
request authorized under the law of state bodies in connection with the pending
proceedings.
8. We would like to note that if the application or the website of our application, we
present links to other nieadministrowanych of our websites, we can not answer nor
for the content of these sites, or for the degree of privacy protection implemented
by the administrators of these sites. When deciding on the transition to such
websites, you do so at your own risk. We encourage the occasion to read the privacy
policies pursued by these sites before you provide them with your personal data.
9. In the event of becoming aware of the use by you of the services in violation of the
Rules or applicable law, we reserve the ability to process personal information to the
extent necessary to determine the liability of the User, provided consolidate fact get
this message and its contents, for the purposes of evidence.
10. When finished using the application services by the user, the Company may process
the data about the User, as long as they are necessary for billing the service and
investigation of claims for payment for use of services.
11. Website Jobsquare application uses the so‐called. File cookies (cookies). These files
are stored on the user's computer by the application server and provide statistical
data on user activity in order to choose our offer to his individual needs and tastes.
You may at any time be disabled in your web browser option to accept a cookie, but
must be aware that in some cases the disconnection of these files may make it more
difficult to use the applications.
12. Any questions, requests and suggestions relating to the protection of your privacy, in
particular personal data, please report through the available form.

